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Impact of Mass Media on Economic
Growth of Underdeveloped Countries
ALEXANDE H R. GAVITT, JR.

11lt1 'od1tcti01~

FOR
CENTURIES most of the world's population have had
their environm ent shaped by their individual and collective ex·
periences. Man was limited in his direct contacts with others
based on how far he could walk in a day. There was no radio, no
television, no newspaper, no professional communicators to transcend his experience beyond peasant SOciety. The world for these
people was in village or communal living. Their society was influ enced by the social hierarchy (mostly word-of-mouth communication from elders) and by immediate past experiences in the
community. However, the rrulge of this direct experience was
greatly widened by the recent appearance of the airplane, the
road, and the automobile, the bus. "Much more profound," Milikan stated, "has been the explos ive extension of vicarious experience through the printed word, the radio, the motion pichlre" (1).
Milikan went on to point out: "We have only recently begun
to think seriously about the management of this revolution (commun ication) in the service of hu man welfare .... If the new societies are to take advantage of the opportunities modem technology opens to them of manipulating their environment, their members must radically w iden their perception of choices they can
make in their daily lives in ways for which their direct and inherited experience gives them no guidance whatsoever. The
heart of this process lies in vicarious experience to which th e key
is modern communication" (2).

Objectives
The purpose of this research study is to delineate the role and
spread of mass media and its impact on economic development
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of underdeveloped countries. This will be done by first presenting some definitions about mass communication, followed by a
brief description of how the mass media in the countries of the
world operate under four major theories. This serves to provide
a framework upon which we can gain a broader perspective of
the mass media in underdeveloped countries. Attention is then
turned to an examination of the economic developmen t process
itself, along with a listing of the contributions communi cation
and th e mass media have made to social and econom ic development. Next the problem of frustrations as created by the mass
media will be discussed, together with how mass media spread.
Finally, some data will be presented on the distribution of mass
media, primarily for the underdeveloped countries of Brazil and
the Un ited Arab Republic (formerly Egypt).

Defi1titiotts of Terms and Concepts
At this point it is appropri ate to defi ne several terms as used in
this study. First, th e term underdeveloped countries refers to
those countries in which per capita real income is low ($600 and
under) when compared with the per capita income ($1,000 and
over) for the United States, Australia, Canada, and the countries
of Western Europe. Examples of underdeveloped countries with
low per capita income include Brazil, El Salvador, Ghana, Guatemala, Iran, and the United Arab Republic.
Communication refers to the process of transmitting man's
intentions, feelings, des ires, knowledge, and experience between
individuals (3).
Mass communications refers to a speCial kind of commun ication involVin g the fo llOWing operating conditions: nature of the
audience, the commun ication experience (message), the communi·
cator, and the communication channel
Nature of the audience. Mass communication is directed
toward a relatively large, heterogeneous, and anonymous audience. This means that messages addressed to specinc individuals
via letters, telephone calls, and telegrams are not customarily
regarded as mass communications. Rather, messages conveyed in
newspapers and over radio and television stations may be thought
of as mass forms of communications. By a large audience is
meant any audience exposed during a short time and of such a
size th at the communicator could not interact with its members
8
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on a face· to-face basis. The second requ iremen t is that the aucli ·
ence be heterogeneous. Mass communicated news is directed to
an aggregation of individuals occupying a variety of pos itions
within the society-persons of varying ages, both sexes, different
levels of education, from many geographic areas, and so on. Finally, the requirement of anonym ity means that the individual audience members generally remain personally unknown to the
communicator.
Nature of the communication experience. Mass communication
may be cha racterized as public, rapid, and transient. They are
public because their content is open to public surve illance. Th ey
are rapid because the messages reach large audiences within a
short time, or even simu ltaneously. Last, they are transient because they are usually intended to be used right away and are
thus rega rded as expendable.
Nature of the communicator. The commu nicator or message
sender in mass media works through a highly complex, organized
organ ization involvin g an extens ive division of labor and usually
a large outlay of expense.
Nature of the communication channel. The communicator
transmits a message through a communication channel such as
newspaper, radio, or television, or a com bin ation of these or all
three simultaneously.
This section has presented several defini tions of terms dealing
mostly with mass communications. Our discll ssion now turns to
alternative systems of mass commun ications which have been developed in d ifferent societies, so that we can gain a better perspective on the communication systems of underdeveloped countries.

Fo,,,' Theories of Mass Media
Three social scientists in international mass communications
have recently viewed the commun ication sys tems of the world as
operating under four major theories (4). They are as follows:
1. Soviet-Communist. The mass media are committed to carry in g ou t Communist theory and policy to the people or the
masses. The media rally support for the Party and government
and are intended to raise the general level of culture among the
people. Soviet communications involve strict rev iew and control
over the media and con tent by tJle government.
APRIL-JUNE 1971
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2. Libertarian. It dominates th e Anglo-America n a nd many
othe r \"'estern countries. The mcda operate under a m inimum
(and if poss ible no) govern ment restriction. There is emphasis on
freedom of the med ia and freedom of express ion with in certain
limitations. Material cons idered libelous and obscene are, of
course, not permitted by the courts in the mass media.
3. Social responsi bili ty. This theory, wh ich is also evident in
the Anglo-A merican tradit ion , places more em phasis on the moral
and social respon sibil ities of persons or institution s which opera te
th e mass media. Th e publi c or aud ience often is provided information and an oppo rtunity for discussion of importa nt social issues. In lllallY cases the mass media in \'Vestern natio ns is seen to
operate under bo th the li berta rian and social responsib ility theories, w ith some experts ind icating that there is a trend toward the
latter concept.
4. Authoritarian. Under th is theory the media are most often
found in the predomin an tly agricu ltural, less developed countri es,
w ith the sys tem of mass communications being rather li mited.
Th e media may be publi c or priva tely owned , but thei r mai n
fun ction is "to support and ad va nce the policies of the governmen t in power; and to service the state" (5). There are strict governmental procedlll'cs of licensing and censorsh ip o f the mass
media. This permits the government to exercise strong restraint
o f any criticism of itself as well as from public offi cials.
T here are two s ignificant characteristics of communication systems in underdeveloped cou nt ries, which are discussed below.
Th ey are, first , the exten siveness of group exposure to th e mass
media and , second, the operation of word-of-mollth -comm unication which is often linked to th e mass media. There is every reason to believe that these two features still ex ist in these countries
today (also may be found in in dustrial countries), despite a slight
alteration in the communications system .
To illustrate both of these characteristics, let us look at a study
of radio listenersh ip in fOllr Arabic countries-Egypt, Jordan,
Leban on, and Syria (6). Results of this investigation, conducted
by th e Bureau of Applied Social Hesearch of Columbia University
in 1952, showed that th e majori ty of people in these countr ies
listened to radio at home. However, a sizable minoritv-about 30
per cent- listened outside the home, usually in schools, clubs, at
work, friends or neighbors, local coffee houses, or elsewhere.
!O
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Listen ing ou tside the home-i n group situations- was more likely
to be the pattern of the poor and destitute th an for the minority
of well-to-do citizens.
This analysis of general rndio listening in four Arabic countries has
turned up one phe nome non which, by American standards, is uncommon. T hat is the great amount of listening which goes on outside the
home - in coffee houses, in homes of friends and neighbors, and so on.
These guest listeners, who are such by necessity rather tiwn by choice,
m·e the poor and uneducated segments of the population who cannot
afford to buy radios. But, despite difficulties which they have in hearing radios, they are a sustained audience. More than half of them
claim to listen almost every day. And large numbers, although not a
mnjority, report that they plan their listening in advance (7).

The role of word-of-mouth or informal communication is seen
in the second important feahlre of the Arabic radio audience:
Recent studies of personal influence show how important word-ofmouth communication is, even in countries where the fmmal media are
well estnblished and widely distributed. It is all the more important
in the Middle East where for centuries it has been the major channel
of influence and where the newer med ia, which might supplant it,
have not yet been fully developed (8).

In this study of Arab radio listeners, 10 per cent of th e respondents reported that they usually relied on other persons to supply
them with the news. An additional 25 per cent lIsed both mass
media and word-of-mouth co mmunications for their news. Thus,
over a th ird of the audience depended on word-of-mouth as their
pri mary source of news. Moreover, dependence on word-of-m outh
communications was very prevalent among those people with th e
least amoun t of formal edu cation as contrasted wi th th e college
edu cated which received th eir news primarily from the radio.
The preceding presented a concise descript ion of the operation
of mass media in tJle world under fou r major theories. This was
necessary to view in broader perspecti ve the operation of the mass
media in underdeveloped countries. Now we will turn our discussion at how modern communication and the mass med ia con tribute to social and econom ic developmen t of developin g countries
(underdeveloped). Before doing so, it is first necessary to view
briefly the development process itself. After that, there w ill be a
discuss ion of the "harmful" effects mass media play in underdeveloped countries, fo llowed by how the media spread and how
thcy are distributed in the underdeveloped world.
APRIL-JUNE 1971
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The Ecollo'll'tic Development Process

It may be said that all theories of econom ic development agree
tha t there must be rapid economic productivity for economic
g rowth of any society to take place. Lerner observed th at when
a ri se in rea l income becomes significant:
It enables the society simult.lneously to raise both demand nnd saving. 'loVe hnve seen that otherwise, in a poor sodety, small increases of
income tend to be consumed prom ptly - with nothing left over for
saving, hence investment. But when income rises rapid ly enough to
permit higher consumption and also higher saving, then the growth
cycle is initiated. Higher investment leads to capital improvement and
rising prod uctivity, which in turn raise renl income e nough to encourage both higher saving and d emand. Thereby higher inveshnellt is
again stimulated - and the growth cycle becomes self-sustn in ing (9).

Thus, "the basic dynamic of economic development," as Schram m
pOinted out, is: "save and invest in productivity" (1 0).
Before any country makes the decision to promote and expand
industry, it must have developed to a certain level its agriculture,
hu man resources includin g educational in st itutions, and what
some economists call "social overhead. " Th e latter include bas ic
transport, irrigation power facili ties, and com munications. Essentially, a developing country must channel its investm ent income in all th ese sectors of the economy. Its development plan
must be balanced and show evidence of growth on a broad
front (11). Modernizing agriculture, upgrad ing human resources,
improving ind ustrial skills, product ion, and effici ency-all these
developments take much time . They can not be accomplished
overnight ; they require a great deal of human change.
"Vhile many developing countries favo r industr ial growth expansion, attention must also be given to the agricu ltural sector of
the economy. Here, it is importan t to increase th e produ cti vi ty
of livestock and crops and at the same t ime take steps to modernize and mechanize agriculture to feed the population adequately.
This will release workers from the farm s for employment in in dustry. In high ly developed countries such as the United States
and Canada, only seven to 20 per cent of the labor force is needed
to produce food fo r the popu lation. On the other hand, in underdeveloped countries the proportion of persons engaged in agricultu ral occupations is much higher, ranging from 25 to 90 per
cent (1 2). Moreover, argicultural produ ctivity is mll ch lower in
12
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the food and 6ber needs of the ever increasing population (13).
As was pOinted out previously, it takes a great deal of time,
effort, and money to engineer human change. And yet, as Milikan
and Blackner noted: ''The paramount requirements of change in
any SOCiety is that the people themselves must change" (14).

Cont1"ibutions of Communication and the
iWass iHedia to Social and Economic Development
Communication is viewed here as the pOint where it becomes
so important for economic development. Explained Schramm:
"The task of the mass media of infonnation and the 'new media'
of education is to speed and ease the long, slow social transform ation required for econom ic developmen t and, in particular, to
speed and smooth the task of mobilizing human resources behind
the national effort" (15).
According to Schramm, the development of commun ications
must be made to help the people in at least six different ways (16).
Communication must be used: (1) To contribute to the feeling
of nation-ness, (2) As the voice of national planning, (3) To help
teach literacy and other necessary skills, (4) To help extend the
effective market, (5) To help prepare people to play their new
parts, and (6) To prepare the people to play their role as a nation
among nations.
More speCifically, the mass media can promote the climate of
economic development in several different ways. The media have
the ability to report and in form the people on a variety of matters. They can h elp broaden horizons and help to develop the
quality of empathy (the capacity to see oneseU in the other fe llow's situation). They can focus attention on certain topiCS such
as political campaigns, a new agricultural practice, or a new
health program. They can raise aspirations; they can create a
desire on the part of individu als to desire a better life, This element of raising aspirations will be discussed furth er in sllcceeding
paragraphs.
The mass media can help only indirectly to chan ge strongly
held attitudes or valued practices, They can infer status and
prestige upon an individual; they can provide a way to build leadership among political leaders in developing countries. They can
broaden political discussion and policy makin g at the village level.
APRIL-JUN E 1971
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development
behavior
and to
police deviations from these nonns. They can help form tastes,
such as in music and art. They can affect att itudes lightly held,
and slightly canalize stronger attitudes. They can be of great help
in all fo rms of teaching, adu lt educa tion, and skills training.

Revolution of Rising Expectations
It is one th ing to develop communications to help people
through economic development; it is another to bring it successfu lly to reality. The plan for econom ic development in underdeveloped countries has given rise to the revolution of rising expectations. Du ring the 1950's there was an abundant spread of economic development projects in many of these cou ntries. It was
assumed that if a new dam was built or a new agricultural practice
was adopted, then it would generate the moderniz.:1tion process
automatically. But people bega n to experi ence frustration and
bitter disappointment becau se progress was not be ing made as
fast as it was hoped . Despite this, people for the fi rst ti me acquired a sense that a better life was possible for them under the
spectacle of economic development.

Revolution of Rising Frustrations
In the 1960's there was a differen t kind of Illood reflected among
the people of the underdeveloped world. Rising expectations
continued to spread aillong the people; however, at th e same time
a counter revolu tion was taking place. There was a revolution of
ris ing frustrations-peoples' aspirations were exceeding their satisfactions. This relationship can be expressed in the following
equation as adopted from a form ula of William James (17):
Achievement
Satisfaction - ---,-----:--Asp iration
It is typical that aspirations outrun ach ievements; thus, people
get much less than they want. Consequently, this leads to a serious imbalance in this ratio which gives rise to frush·a tions. People
get much less than they want because they arc so dissatisfied with
th e progress made toward goals set by their peers.
Lerner listed six agents of social change that affect the ratio between the level of achievement and the level of aspiration (18).
14
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They are the economy, the police, the family, the community, the
school, and the media. We will be concerned only with the mass
media insofar as they are a major instrument of social change.
The mass media bring new aspirations to the people and dissatisfa ction conceived as frustration of aspirations. Despite the frustration risks, the mass media continue to spread among the underdeveloped countries of the world. Finally, modernization (conceived as maximization of satisfaction) can succeed if corresponding communication theory and practice are followed.
It can be argued that the media teach people participation in
government by depicting them in new and strange situations and
by familiarizing them with a range of opinions they can choose.
It also can be said tIl at the media have been used to stimulate
people in one way or another. It does so by raising their levels
of aspirations-for the good things in life. In all too many cases,
however, there is no adequate provision made for raising the
levels of achievement; thus, frustrations spread.
The level of economic development is a ma jor cond ition which
determines whether the mass media spread in underdeveloped
countries. Lerner observed that "mass media spread in a direct
and monotonic relationship with a rising level of industrial capacity" (19). Another condition for the spread of mass media is
the ability to produce and maintain physical plants for the production of media products (newspapers, books, magazines, etc.).
Cash, literacy, and motivation are other conditions that detennine
the spread of mass media products. The media will flourish if and
only when all of these conditions are met within society (20).

Distributio11, of the Mass Media
It has been determined that the mass media can playa sign ificant role in the economic and social uplift of two-thirds of the
world's people. Schramm confidently expressed: "If the mass
media or some equally potent and rapid means of infonnation
were not available, it would be utterly impOSSible to think of national economic and social development in terms of tIle timetables
that are being attached to such development today" (21).
Let us, therefore, look at the availability of the mass media in
two underdeveloped countries: Brazil and the United Arab Republic. This will be followed by some general comments on the
availability and the use of the media in the world.
Al'RIL-JUNE 1971
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1. NU~IUEH

0 1-' DAI LY NEWSPAPER Copu::s PEH 1,000 PEOPLE
Ul'.... TIil) ARAB H.EPU8 L1C. 1954-1964

iN B HA7.I L AND TH E

Count!}' and year
Brazil
------.---.---....••..
-----------...--....
-----,------,1954_
____...____
.. _____ .. _.. ________________
_____ .. ____ _
1955_,...
1956 ____________________________________ .__ _
1957__________ . _____ ••. _•• _ .• __ ._______ . __ ••.. _••.• __
1958.__ .. ___ .. _.. ___ .. _•.•. ____ .. _... ___ .. __ .. ___ .___ .. ___ _
1959 ._____ .. ___ ._________ .__________ . ___ .. ________ ._._
1960._________ .. __ .. __ ... _... ____ .__ .... _._. ___ .__ .... __ .... _......
1961 ._... __ ____ .. _... __ •...••..••... ___ ... __ ... _____.. ____ ._... _..

1962 ._... __ .. __ .... _... __ .. ___ ..•• __ ...... __ .. ___ .. ______ ._._.. __ ..
1963 .... __ .. __ . ___ .. __ .... ____ ... _... ___ .... __ .. __ .. __ .. ___ ... _....

1964_... _. ___... ___ .____ .___ ._•••._••.. _____.. _. ___ .. ___ ._•• __ •• _.

United Arab Republic
1954____._______________________ ... __ ._____ _
1955 ... ________ .. _______ .________ .. __ ... ___ .. _._ ..
1956_....._________ ••..••••.••••. _......__.__ ••••.••• _.......
1951.. _...,_.. _.............. ____ .. __ ..__ .__ ._______ ... _____ _
1958.. __ .. __ .__ .. __ ._... __ ... ___ .__ .... _... ___ .___ .. ___ ... _.... _••
1959..... _______ ._.___ .... _............... ___ . ____ ._._........... _..
1960.. _... _.. _.... __ ........... _. __ . ____ ....... __ ....... _.... __
1961 .______ .. _.. __ ... _____ .. ___ .. ________ .. ____ .__ ..
1962 ....._. _______ ••..•••. _._ •.•... ___ .______ .___ •.. _.. __ •
1963.___ ._,_.. _ .. _ •• ___ ...... __ ........... _._ •••.
1964._
_ _ _ ___ _
._........ _•••

Daily newspapers
Circulation per
Number
1,000 population
217
235
290
233

SO'
63

252
29 1

60
54

264
255
227

53

46

20

51
5ff

54

32

33
9

Source: Un ited NatiollS Statistical Yearbook, 1954-1964.
I Circulation Agurcs relate to 223 dailies only .
• Circulation figures relate to 18 1 dllilies only .
• Circulation figures relate to 7 dllilics only.

A look at the data in Table 1 reveals that there were 217 daily
newspapers in Brazil in 1954 as compared with 227 in 1964, with
the peak year being 1960 (291 dailies). More sign ifica nt is the fact
that there was a downward trend in the circulation of dailies per
1,000 individuals, ranging from 60 in 1959 to 32 in 1964. Expressed another way, there was one daily newspaper published
for every 243,873 people in th e country in 1960. For the United
Arab Republic, the data are mostly un available or unreported. In
spite of this, in 1958 there were 46 dailies in th is country as compared with only nine in 1963. In 1958 there were 20 papers per
1,000 individuals as compared with 15 in 1963. Based on 1960
population figures, there was one daily (1963 figure is used) for
every 2,898,369 people in this country (22).
The data in Table 2 show a much higher newsprint consumption per individual in Brazil over th e United Arab Republic. The
16
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TABLE

2.

NEWSPRINT CoNSUMPTION, KIl.QCRAMS PER CAPITA, PER I NH ABITA:"
IN BRA.ZIL Al'IO Ti l e UNI'I'J>O MA.J) R£PuBuc, 19.54-1964

Year

Kg. per ca.pita

1954 _.. _.. _...... __ ....
1955_.. __ .. _.. ___
1956 .... _.............. _..
1957_......... _...... _...
1958_._._ .. _...... _...
1959........................
1960 ............... _.......
1961................... _...
1962........................
1963 ................ _.. _..
1964 ... _......... _.......

2.8
2.9
2.9
3.6
3.2
3.3
3.2
2.9
2.6
2.6
2.3

Brazil

Yea.r
Kg.
Uni ted Amb Republic
1954 __ ....... _..........
1955.. _. ___ ... _.....
1956_.. _._...............
1957........................
1958................... _..
1959........................
1960....... _...............
1961........................
1962 ................ _.. _
1963 ............... __ ...
1964 ......... _ .. _......

per

capita

1.0
0.9
1.1
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.9
J .5
1.6
1.4

Source: United Nation$ Statisticall'earbook, 1954·1964.

figures fo r the 1954 period were 2.8 and 1.0 for the respective
countries; in 1964 they were 2.3 and 1.4. Thus, it can be readily
seen that there was no noticeable long-term rate of growth in
newsprint consumption fo r both countries during this 1954 to
1964 time period.
Exami nation of the data in Table 3 shows that rad io has been
bl"fowing much faster than newspapers and television in Brazil
and the United Arab Republic. Also, there was steady growth
in the number of televis ion receivers or licenses for each country.
The significance of these data shows that there is relative scarcity of the mass media, particularly newspapers, for these countries when compared with the total populations of h ighly developed countries. For example, current figu res for the United States
show that it has a daily newspaper circulation of about one copy
for every three persons and nearly one radio set per person.
UNESCO has suggested that every country should aim to provide fo r every 100 of its inhabitants 10 copies of daily newspapers,
five rad io receivers, two cinema sets, and two television receivers.
In a report to the Uni ted ations, U ESCO stated:
As many as 100 states and tenitories in Africa, Asia, and Latin
Ameriea fa ll below this very low "min imwn" level in all four of the
mass media. These countries have a combined population of 1,910
mill ions, or 66 per cent of the world total. An additional 19 countries
representing two per cent of the world population fa ll below the
"UNESCO minimum" in respect of three of the media. In short, nearly
70 per cent of the world's people lack the barest means of being infonned of developments at home, let alone in other countries.
In point of fact, the actual situation is even worse because the above
criteria do not take into account the distribution of facilities within
APRIL-JUNE 1971
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TAill..E 3. Journal
NU~IilEH OF RADlO RECEIVEH;; ANO TEI..EVISIO:-< RECEIVEI\S IN
BnAZII.. ANO TIlE UNITED AHA!) REPu!)uc, 1954-1964
Country and year

Badio receivers
Code'
Number

Television receivers
Code
Number

Thousands
Brazil
1954 ._......... _......................
1955 ....... _ ......................... .
1956 ..........................
1957...................................
1958 ...................................
1959
1960 ..................................
1961 ...................................
1962 ............... _.. ..............
1963 ..................................
1964 ................... _...... _......
United Arab Republic
1954 ...................
1955... .... ..........................
1956 ........................... _ .. _..
1957...................................
1958 .................................. .
1959 .........._ ......................
1960...................... ... _......
1961 ............................... _..
1962 ... _........ __ ..................
1963 ................................
1964 .. ...............................

H

3,500

R

4,570

H

4,000

R

4,570

Thousands
l\

70

l\

150

R
l\
l\
l\
l\
R
R

700

1,200
1,621
1,430
1,800
2,300

l\

130

50

850

R
H

4,570
4,700

H
H

7,200
7,500

L
L
L
L

650
800
850

1,000

L
L
L

1,500
1,750
1,800

L
L

1,980
1.466

L

197

L

273

L
H

00

Source: United Natiolls Statistical Yearbook, 1954-1964.
1 The data show either the number of licenses issued (indicated by L in the
code column) or the estimated number of radio receivers in use (indicated by R
in the code column ). I n many countries, a license may cover more than one reo
ceiver in the same household, and the data for number of licenses issued should
be used with caution since they fail in varying degrees to represent fully the
number of receivers in use.

countries. In many underdeveloped countries, over 60 per cent of the
population live in rural districts, whereas the facilities for infoonation
are concentrated in a relatively few urban areas. Consequently, the
above very general analysis does not fuUy reflect the dearth of facilities
in the rural areas of most underdeveloped countries, and even of most
semi-developed countries which otherwise stand above the "UNESCO
minimum" level (23).

Wilbu r Schramm made a study of the distribution of mass
communication throughout the underdeveloped world. Briefly
some of his major findings were as follows (24):
1. Latin America is further ahead in the development of mass
communication (newspapers, radio, and televiSion) than either
Asia or Africa.
2. The less developed countries tend to depend on radio to
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reach their largely illiterate population. South America has moved
past the minimum UNESCO standard in radio, while Asia and
Africa will reach that standard for radio within a few years.
3. The rate of growth of newspapers is much less than in radio
in the underdeveloped countries. This is probably due to the high
rate of illiteracy and low educational attainment of the people in
these areas.
4. Although Latin America is further ahead in radio an d newspapers than in Africa and Asia, there is still a relative scarcity of
the mass media when compared wtih the well-developed countries of the world.
S1t1J1-1na,.y

It has been seen th at commu nication and more specifically the
mass media can and do playa significant role in promoting the
climate of economic development in underdeveloped countries.
At the same time, however, there is danger that the mass media
can produce rising frustrations because of lack of adequate provision for raising the levels of achievement among the peoples of
the underdeveloped world.
For the most part, the media in underdeveloped. countries were
observed to be operating under the authoritarian concept; their
main funct ion is to support and advance the policies of the govemment. There were two distinguishing characteristics of commun ication systems in underdeveloped countries: the extensiveness of group exposure to the mass media and the operation of
word-of-mouth commu nicat ion which is often linked to the mass
media.
Nex t we listed the contributions of commun ication and the
mass media in the service of national development. This was followed by noting some of the conditions necessary fo r spreading
the mass media.
F inally, we looked at the d istribution of the mass media in the
underdeveloped world, particularly for the countries of Brazil
and the Un ited Arab Republic. Th e Significan ce of the data, here,
showed t11 at there is relative scarcity of the mass media, especially newspapers, for these underdeveloped countries when measured against the total populations of the more highly developed
countries of the world.
APRIL-JUNE 1971
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